
 
 
 
The Golden Era of Hollywood is said to have begun in the late 1920's, during the end of the 
silent film era, and continued through the late 1950's. The 1927 release of The Jazz Singer 
signaled an end to silent films and box office receipts started to climb. 
 
Building a The Golden Era of Hollywood.  
 
The technology is ready to reinvigorate The Golden Era of Hollywood by building interest-based 
communities for classic legends.  Popular legends need to reach everyone.   Name recognition 
alone fails to increase audiences.  We build vibrant communities for your favorite Icon.  We use 
Interaction with popular social media tools, impressive technology, shared interest experiences, 
with engaging chat, and building a sense of belonging to a growing fan group. 
 
There is a massive opportunity with legendary celebrities.  Name recognition has value as its 
power squanders in the digital Era. Everyone is on mobile with amazing engaging shared 
experiences.   Does your Hollywood passion deserve any less?   
 
IPS Studios unleashes the evolving, incredible technology in your pocket or purse. 
 
The Golden Era of Hollywood Experience 
You enter the immersive lifestyle with your favorite legend. The simulation avatar transports you 
a Virtual world with Artificial Intelligence you enjoy adventures in real time with their great 
movies. Purchasing real world and digital items into a customized penthouse of your own to 
share with friends and dates.  
 
The Golden Era of Hollywood Locations  

 Books and Publications 
 Cloud Presence 
 Digital Celebrity Events 
 AI/VR/AR Immersion  
 Live Parties & Gatherings 
 Shared events with Live Video Chat 
 In Virtual World and Real-World Purchases  
 Available for all devices 

 
Marketing The Golden Era of Hollywood’s Icons 
Using a profit-sharing ecosystem business deal.  The virtual world will use Icons to launch a 
global mobile millennial playground for the brand, growing its global community.  Your brand 
empowered by virtual and augmented mobile. 
 

 Travel Discounts, Concerts, and Events 
 Lifestyle Partnership Co-Branding, and Local Businesses 
 Crypto currency enables purchasing discounts 



 
 
 

 Pay per View Mixed Reality Events 
 Advertising Sales on site and in commercial media  
 Creating valuable data sets, through data mining and analytics. 

 
Your Legend’s Brand accelerates investment to extend its reach into the future of mobile’s 
entertainment.  Reaching youth where it lives, on mobile. Drawing guests to your event and 
location-based entertainment. 
 
100% of undiluted ownership: 

 IPS Develops will co-develop with The Golden Era of Hollywood ’s world 
 5% Finder Fee on finance to either party  
 The Golden Era of Hollywood 40% 
 IPS Studios 40% 
 20% of The Brand’s world goes to $5 Million Investor 
 Revenue Share after Deducting Site Costs and Maintenance and Production Costs 
 The Brand can buy back the majority of IPS Studios shares at a median valuation after 

3-years. 
 
Investment 

 $5 Million to build Channel 
 Brand supplies its digital assets 
 New promotional content, and VR/AV assets will be created with Brand’s approval  
 IPS Studios uses the budget to build the Cloud Broadcast Platform with Artificial 

Intelligence  
 
Mobile Location Based Entertainment Community Building 
 

 The Golden Era of Hollywood Channel 
 The Golden Era of Hollywood Travel 
 The Golden Era of Hollywood Lifestyles 
 The Golden Era of Hollywood Fashion/Cuisine/Sports/Cars…etc.…. 

 
 
Warranties: 
All individual developments, intellectual properties, and holdings, unless specified, are not part 
of IPS Studios.  All property remains the property of that individual partner and vendor. 
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